
 
 

SOC*1100 FINAL EXAM SUMMARY - 

 

Chapter 1: The sociological Perspective 

-Pg. 4- Sociology: Is the systematic study of human society – it is the heart of sociology 

ÎSeeing the General in the Particular 

-Peter Berger=The Sociological perspective is seeing the general in particular.     -
Sociologists identify general patterns in the behavior of particular individuals.    -Society acts 
differently on various categories of people (children vs. adults, women vs. men, poor vs. rich) 

Pg. 5- The sociological perspective reveals the initially strange idea that society shapes what we think do. 

ÎSeeing Society in our Every Day Lives 

Pg. 7 Emile Durkheim: Men, Protestants, wealthy people and unmarried had higher suicide rates than women, 
Catholics and Jews, the poor and married people. He explained that differences in the terms of social integrations: 
Categories of people with strong ties had low suicide rates, and more individualistic categories of people had high 
suicide rates.  Men had much more freedom than woman but freedom weaken social tires which increases the risk 
of suicide. Likewise, more individualistic Protestants were more likely to commit suicide than the traditional Catholic 
and Jews who encourage stronger social ties. The higher rate of suicide amongst men is the result of their greater 
affluence and autonomy (less social integration.  Highest rates are in Quebec and NWT where marriage rates are low 
and Yukon with high divorce rates.  

ÎThe Importance of a Global Perspective 

Pg. 8 – Global perspective: The Study of the larger world and our society’s place in it. I.e. exportation of goods 
between US and Canada. 

High Income Countries: are the nations with the highest overall standards of living. 72 countries including Canada, 
US, Argentina, South Africa, Israel, Saudi Arabia, Japan and Australia. They produce most of the world’s goods and 
services and have most of the wealth.  

Middle Income Countries: Nations with a standard of living about average for the world as a whole. 
70 Nations including Eastern Europe, Africa, Latin America and Asia.  

Low-Incomee Countries: Nations with a low standard of living in which most people are poor: 53 nations of the 
world which include Asia, Africa. Very few are very rich and most struggle to find safe housing and water.  

Pg. 9 – C. Wright Mills – Power of “sociological imagination” – Society rather than personal failure is the main cause 
of poverty and other social problems.  By turning personal problems into public issues, the sociological imagination 
brings people together to press for needed change.  

Consequences of Global Wealth and Poverty: Comparisons between North America and Other World Regions. 

1. Where we live shapes the lives we lead:  i.e. women living in rich and poor countries have different-sized 
families because of where they live. 

2. Societies through the world are increasingly interconnected: i.e. transmission of sound, pictures, 
documents travel the world in second and music and dance influence the regions.  
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3. Pg. 10- Many of the Social problems we face in Canada are far more serious elsewhere: i.e. Poverty in 
Canada is serious however other countries such as Africa, Latin America and Asia it is much more common. 
I.e. Gender equality.  

4. Thinking Globally helps us learn more about ourselves: Comparing life in various settings leads to 
unexpected lessons. I.e. squatter settlements in India, Madras reveals people who thrive off of love and 
support of family despite poverty.  
Summary: Sociology is an invitation to learn new ways of looking at the world.  

ÎApplying the Sociological Perspective pg. 10 

1. Sociology is at work guiding many of the laws and policies that shape our lives 
2. Individual level – leads to important personal growth and awareness 
3. Preparation for the world of work 

 
ÎSociology and Personal Growth pg. 11 

Sociology benefits in four ways: 

1. The Sociological perspective helps us assess the truth of “common sense”: Sociology approach encourages 
us to ask whether common beliefs are true and to what extent they aren’t.  

2. The Sociological perspective helps us see the opportunities and constraints in our lives: Sociology helps 
size up the world so we can pursue our goals more effectively. 

3. The Sociological perspective empowers us to be active participants in our society: We see how society 
affects us, we may support society s it is or we may set out to change it. 

4. The Sociological perspective helps us live in a diverse world: The Sociological perspective encourages us to 
think critically about the relative strengths and weaknesses of all ways of life.  
 

Origins of Sociology pg. 12 

ÎSocial Change and Sociology 

1. A New Industrial Economy: Moving from manual labour (Toiled) to industrialization resulting in weakening 
traditions 

2. The Growth of Cities: Enclosure movement – Landowners fenced off more and more farmland to create 
grazing arears for sheep for a source of wool. Without land, they moved to cities to work in factories.  

3. Political Change: As cities grew, god’s will came under spirited attack. I.e. the French Revolution was a break 
for social and political tradition which was “nothing short of the regeneration of the human race”  Freedoms 
of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms state:  

a. Freedom of conscience and religion 
b. Freedom of thought, believe, opinion, and expression including freedom of the press, and other 

media communications 
c. Freedom of peaceful assembly 
d. Freedom of association. 

 
Science and Sociology pg. 12-13 

August Compte: Coined the term sociology in 1838 as the new way of looking at society. He saw sociology as a 
product of a three stage historical development.  

1. Theological Stage: beginning of human history to end of European Middle Ages – Society expressed God’s 
will 
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2. Metaphysical Stage: Renaissance Age - People saw history as a natural rather than supernatural system. 
Society reflected not the perfection of God so much as failings of a selfish human nature. 

3. Scientific Stage: Copernicus, Galileo, Newton and Compte- Study the physical world to the study of society.  
 

Positivism: Compte approach – way of understanding based on science. 

Canadian Sociology: Distinctive Touches pg. 13 

x Began in early part of the twentieth century 
x 1913- Canadian Political Science Association was formed and accepted sociologists as members 
x 1920- Sociology courses offered in a number of disciplines 
x 1960- Sociology had its own department at UofT 
x Harold Innis – Staples Thesis (Fur Trade in Canada – 1930)Canadian economic development depended on 

resource extraction and exportation  
 

Pg. 14 Marshall McLuhan – Media Theorist 1960s and 70s – Foresaw the impact of electronic communication on 
culture, politics, counties and personal identities.  

- Barry Wellman carried on Innis and Wellman study of community and communication. He studied the impact of 
computers and internet on organizations.  

- John Porter – Canada’s leading sociologist. His book The Vertical Mosaic laid the ground work for the focus on 
Canadian Society in the context of Development and under Development.  

- Erving Goffman- pioneered micro-analysis – study of face-to-face interaction. He argued that maintenance of the 
social world requires each individual to play his own part.  

- Dorothy Smith – at UofBC taught one of the first women’s studies courses across Canada. Feminist inspired by Karl 
Marx. Founded feminist standpoint theory. Developed  ”sociology for women”. 

- Raymond Breton – UofT world renown expert on ethnocultural and immigrant communities (Linguistics, Quebec 
Nationalism, multiculturalism 
 

Sociological Theory – pg. 15 

Theory – Statement of how and why specific facts are related.  It explains the job of sociological behavior in the real 
world. Include two questions: 1) what issues should we study and how should we connect the facts. 

Theoretical Approach: Vision of society as stable and orderly. Basic image of society that guides thinking and 
research. Sociologists use three major theoretical approaches: 

ÎMacro level: 

Structural-Functional Approach – Framework for building theory that sees society as a complex system who’s parts 
work together to promote solidarity and stability 

x Social Structure – relative stable pattern of social behavior. i.e. give our lives shape in families, workplace, 
classroom 

x Social Functions - Consequences of any social pattern for operation of society as a whole. I.e. handshake, 
religious rituals. 
 
Compte/Durkheim: we need to keep society unified when many traditions break down. 

Pg. 16 - Herbert Spencer – Compared society to the human body 
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Robert K. Merton – Social Structure has many functions: 
x Manifest functions: Recognized and intended consequences of any social pattern 
x Latent functions: Unrecognized and unintended consequences of any social pattern 
x Social dysfunction: Any social pattern that may disrupt the operation of society 

 
1) Social-Conflict Approach – Framework for building theory that sees society as an arena of inequality that 

generates conflict and change. Factors include social class, race, gender, sexual orientation, age, money 
power, education etc. This approach looks at ongoing conflict between dominant and disadvantaged 
categories of people. All theoretical approaches have political consequences. Note: Karl Marx helped 
develop this approach. 

ÆPg. 17 - Feminism and Gender-Conflict Approach 
x Gender-conflict approach: point of view that focuses on inequality and conflict between women and men.  
x Feminism: Advocacy of social equality for women and men. Harriet  Martineau was the first woman sociologist (802-

1876) 
 

ÆRace-Conflict Approach: a point of view that focuses on inequality and conflict between people of different racial 
and ethnic categories. 

x White people have numerous social advantages over visible minorities including higher income, schooling 
and health.  

x William Edward Burghardt Du Bois – First visible minority to receive doctorate from Harvard 
 
 
ÎMICRO Level  

 
The Symbolic-Interaction Approach –pg. 18. Framework for building theory that sees society as the product of the 
everyday interactions of individuals.  

x Macro-level orientation: A broad focus on social structures that shape society as a whole (the bigger picture) 
x Micro-level orientation: A close-up focus on social interaction in specific situations (street level). i.e. how 

pedestrians observe the homeless on the street 
x Max Weber claim that people’s beliefs and values shape society is basis of the social-interaction approach.  
x Society is nothing more than a shared reality that people construct as they interact with one another. 
x Reality is how we define our surrounding, our obligations towards others and even our own identities.  

 
2) Postmodern Approach: Is critical of modernism, with a mistrust of grand theories and ideologies that can 

have either a micro or macro orientation.  

x Postmodernists seek to observe other societies without applying the conceptual baggage of their 
own. Observe with a goal of achieving understanding and a vision rather than collection data. 

Applying Approaches: Sociology of Sports - pg. 27 
1) Structural-Functional approach – How sports help society function smoothly 

•Provide recreation, getting into physical shape, and safely let of steam. Build relationships and create 
jobs. 

2) Social-Conflict approach – link between sports and inequality 
•Sports benefit more men than women. More accessible to affluent people. Racial discrimination exists 

3) Social-Interaction approach – meanings and understanding people have of sports 
•Within a team, players affect each other’s understanding of the sport 
•Reaction of public can affect how players perceive their sport. 
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Chapter 2: Sociological Investigation 
 

x Requirements for sociological investigation: 
o Seeing the world sociologically (applying the sociological perspective) 
o Ask questions 

x Science: a logical system that bases knowledge on direct, systematic observation Æ Scientific knowledge rests on 
empirical evidence (information that can be verified with our senses) 

x sometimes challenges our common sense 
o Ex. Some people believe poor people are more likely to break the law than rich people. Research  
proves that police and prosecutors actually treat the wealthy and powerful more leniently 

x “doing” sociology means learning more about the social world 
 
ÎThree ways to do sociology: 
1. Scientific sociology: the study of society based on systematic observation of social behavior  
¾ concept (basic element of science)= mental construct that represents some part of the world in a simplified 

form 
¾ variable= concept with a changing value from case to case 

-operationalizing variables= specifying exactly what is to be measured before assigning a value to a variable 
-correlation= a relationship in which two (or more) variables change together 
-spurious correlation= an apparent but false relationship between two (or more) variables 
-to establish cause and effect: 

o 1. A demonstrated correlation 
o 2. An independent (or causal) variable that occurs before the dependent variable 
o 3. No evidence that a third variable could be causing a spurious correlation between the  
        original two 

¾ Measurement= determining the value of a variable in a specific case 
x Reliability= the consistency of a measurement  
x objectivity (personal neutrality) is important in research 

 
2. Interpretive Sociology: the study of society that focuses on the meaning people attach to their social world 

� the interpretive approach is better suited to research in a natural setting where investigators  
interact with people, learning how they make sense of their everyday lives.  
 

3. Critical Sociology: the study of society that focuses on the need for social change 
� Rather than thinking of the question “how does society work?”, ask “should society exist in its  

present form?” 
� Typically, researcher and subjects use their findings to provide a voice for less powerful people  

and to advance the political goal of a more equal society 
 

x Gender & Research- sociologists have become aware that research is affected by gender 
o Androcentricity= approaching an issue from a male perspective  
o Overgeneralizing= when researchers use data drawn from people of only one source to support  

conclusions about “humanity” or “society” 
o Gender blindness= failing to consider the variable of gender 
o Double standards= distorting a study by judging men and women differently 
o Interference= if a subject reacts to the sex of the researcher, interfering with the research operation 
 

Research Methods 
o The Experiment Æ investigating cause and effect under highly controlled conditions 

� Testing the hypothesis Æ a statement of a possible relationship between two (or more) variables  
o Survey Research Æ subjects respond to a series of statements or questions in a questionnaire or interview 
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